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Sammanfattning 
Att hålla jämna steg med den konstant förändrande omgivningen är idag mer viktigt än 
någonsin eftersom nya förändrande tekniker dyker upp snabbare än någonsin innan. Inom IT-
sektorn finns idag en ny teknik på framfart, en teknik som är känd som Maskin-till-Maskin 
(M2M) Kommunikation. Tekniken har funnits i snart 15 år men trots det har den fortfarande 
inte fått det genombrott på den generella marknaden som man kan förvända sig. 
Anledningarna för detta är fortfarande något som debatteras eftersom många fortfarande har 
olika åsikter. 

M2M Kommunikation använder sig av Internet som en resurs för att koppla ihop maskiner så 
att de kan ”prata” med varandra och ta egna beslut utan mänsklig inblandning. I dagsläget tar 
maskinerna enkla beslut såsom temperaturreglering, automatisk videoövervakning, slå på och 
stänga av lampor etc., men i framtiden hoppas man att M2M Kommunikation tekniken ska 
kunna hjälpa till att bl.a. förutspå hjärtattacker redan innan de händer genom att implementera 
M2M Kommunikationstekniken i smarta pacemakers som kan sända en nödsignal till en 
ambulans som berättar att en patient snart kommer att få en hjärtattack. Tekniken hoppas även 
kunna utnyttjas i bilar som vid en krock direkt skickar en nödsignal till larmcentralen med 
information om att en krock har ägt rum, var den har ägt rum och hur många som var i bilen i 
syfte att minska dödsfallen på vägarna. 

Som nämnt ovan verkar det som att tekniken har enorma fördelar för befolkningen men ändå 
har den inte haft något större genombrott. Idag säger experter att det kommer att ta ca 5 till 10 
år innan teknologin har generellt blivit implementerad av 20 till 30 procent hos de potentiella 
sektorerna, kända som Connected Things (CT) och tredje generationens innovationer har 
blivit implementerade. Trots detta, vilket denna studie visar, så har minst en sektor redan nått 
5 till 10 år fram i tiden och har redan implementerat M2M Kommunikationsteknologin. 
Denna sektor är byggnadssektorn med deras Connected Buildings (CB). Det är en mogen 



 
 

sektor som förväntas växa med ca 16 procent CAGR globalt och ca 13 procent CAGR i den 
nordiska regionen till år 2020. 

I denna studie var M2M Kommunikationsteknologin analyserad specifikt för byggnadssektorn 
med fokus på fastighetsskötarbolag på den svenska marknaden. Intervjuer och en enkät-
undersökning genomfördes med de 50 största (baserat på omsättning) fastighetsskötarbolagen 
med syfte att illustrera deras åsikt gällande M2M Kommunikationsteknik och dess 
användning och fördelar inom byggnadssektorn. Av de 50 st. fastighetsskötarbolag som 
tillfrågades om de ville ställa upp i enkätundersökningen deltog 16 st. vilket gav en svars-
frekvens på 32 procent. 

Nyckelord: Byggnadssektorn, Connected Buildings, Connected Things, M2M Kommunikation, Sverige  
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Abstract 
Keeping pace with the constantly changing surroundings is more important than ever as new 
game changing technologies appear faster than ever before. In the IT-sector a new technology 
known as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Communication is emerging. The technology has been 
around for almost 15 years but still has not had the major breakthrough on the mainstream 
market that has been expected. The reasons for this are topics for speculations and debates 
since many people have different views and opinions on the matter. 

M2M Communication uses the Internet to connect machines with each other and gives them 
intelligence so they can communicate with each other and make their own decisions without 
human interference. Today the decisions the machines make concerns simple things such as 
temperature control, automatic CCTV monitoring, turning the lights on and off etc., but in the 
future M2M Communication technology advocates hope the it will be able to predict heart 
attacks even before they happen by implementing the M2M Communication technology into 
smart pacemakers sending an emergency signal to a nearby ambulance that a patient may 
soon suffer from a heart attack. The technology is also hoped to be used in cars where it will 
send an emergency signal to a Public-Safety Answering Point (PSAP) saying that a car 
accident has occurred, where it occurred and how many people that were in the car in order to 
reduce the number of road deaths. 

So as mentioned above the public can benefit from the technology once it is widely available. 
Today experts say that there is somewhere between 5 to 10 years before the technology in 
general has been adopted by 20 to 30 percent of the potential sectors, known as Connected 
Things (CT) and third or higher generation innovations are implemented. However, as this 
Master Thesis research shows, at least one sector has already reached 5 to 10 years into the 
future and adopted the M2M Communication technology. This sector is the building sector 
with their Connected Buildings (CB). It is a mature sector that is estimated to grow 



 
 

somewhere around 16 percent CAGR globally and around 13 percent CAGR in the Nordic 
region until somewhere around 2020. 

In this Master Thesis research the M2M Communication technology was analyzed 
specifically for the building sector with focus on Real Estate Management Companies 
(REMC) on the Swedish market. Interviews and surveys were conducted with the 50 largest 
(based on revenue) REMCs in order to illustrate their opinion on the M2M Communication 
technology and its usage and advantages in the building sector. Of the 50 REMCs asked to 
participate in the survey 16 replied giving a response rate of 32 percent. 

Key words: Building sector, Connected Buildings, Connected Things, M2M Communication, Sweden  
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1 Introduction 
This chapter will introduce the reader to the terms Machine-to-Machine (M2M) 
Communication and  the Internet of Things (IoT) and why M2M Communication is an 
interesting subject. It will also present the problem formulation, the objective with this Master 
Thesis study and the research questions. 

1.1 Background 
Technology organizations today need to be highly innovative. With new technologies 
appearing with dramatic speed from an increasingly set of sources, it has never been more 
important to keep pace with the constantly changing surroundings when a product developed 
yesterday may be obsolete today. Nowadays innovation is faster and more diverse, but the 
underlying problem remains the same. It comes down to picking up and making sense of 
signals about triggers for innovation and managing the process of change effectively [Tidd 
and Bessant, 2013]. 

When the Internet was invented over 20 years ago, and people and businesses became 
connected to it, no one could imagine the impact it would have on society, everyday life and 
businesses. It began with E-mail and the World Wide Web, then became efficiency and 
collaboration and finally ended up in the new innovative solutions and business models that 
we have today [Melander, 2013]. At the beginning of this technical revolution no one could 
even begin to imagine what the Internet would do to the world and therefore ignorance has 
been an acceptable excuse. Today however, there is a new technical revolution going on and 
this time the early warning signs work well. This new technical revolution is about what is 
known as the Internet of Things (IoT) and this time ignorance will not be an acceptable 
excuse. IoT can be described as the network of physical objects or "things" embedded with 
electronics, software, sensors, and network connectivity, which enables these objects to 
collect and exchange data [Barrett, 2012]. These ”things” can literally be everything and 
anything such as goods, objects, machines, applications, buildings, vehicles, animals, people, 
plants, soil and so on [Barrett, 2012]. 

One specifically interesting part of the IoT is what is known as Machine-to-Machine (M2M) 
Communication. The definition of M2M Communication is today a very broad term but 
essentially it can be described as the technologies that enable computers, embedded 
processors, smart sensors, actuators and mobile devices to communicate with one another, 
take measurements and make decisions without human intervention [Watson et al., 2004]. 
M2M Communication is a very interesting subject since it is deemed to be the next big 
technological revolution [CIO Sweden, 2013] and some experts predict it might even be a 
bigger technological revolution than the Internet revolution that took place some 20 years ago 
[Dahlberg et al., 2014]. According to CIO Sweden [2013] the application areas for M2M 
Communications are endless. It can range from automated meter reading, monitoring and 
control of critical instillations such as industrial machinery and elevators, better alarm systems 
to improve e.g. traffic safety, direct transfer of vital patient data from ambulance to hospital 
for improved medical care [Telia, 2014],  to something as simple as monitoring the amount of 
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beer left in a keg at the local bar or how much garbage there is in a municipality’s recycling 
station [CIO Sweden, 2013]. According to CIO Sweden [2013] all industries  will be affected 
by the M2M Communication revolution. At the end of 2011 there were two billion M2M 
Communication connections worldwide and that number is expected to increase to over 18 
billion by the end of 2022. At that time it is predicted that 22 percent of all cellular phone 
calls and 61 percent of all online connected machines will be devoted to M2M 
Communications [CIO Sweden, 2013]. Conclusively, it is due to all these early warning signs 
concerning this upcoming technical revolution that decision makers need to understand what 
M2M Communication will do to their organization and industry and act on it now [Melander, 
2013]. 

1.2 Problem Formulation 
At the beginning of this Master Thesis project the problem formulation was very broad and 
had to be narrowed down in order to be solvable. The main focus on the problem was M2M 
Communication services and where this technology should and could be utilized in the future. 
After discussions with both the supervisor at AddSecure, which provided this Master Thesis 
assignment, and the supervisor at KTH, the following problem formulation was settled on. 

The uncertainty of what tomorrow holds is a predicament situation for every company that 
provides technology based solutions. The technology that is relevant today may be obsolete 
tomorrow. M2M Communication has been around for quite a long time now without having 
the breakthrough that has been expected. However, there is an increasing usage of M2M 
Communication around the world and the technology seems to have had a great breakthrough 
within the building sector, known as Connected Buildings, which in its simplicity can be 
described as buildings having M2M Communication technology integrated. 

1.3 Objective and Research Questions 
The objective with this Master Thesis report, based on the problem formulation above, was to 
analyze the growth potential for M2M Communication services. Since M2M Communication 
seems to have had a breakthrough in the building sector, but not generally in other sectors, it 
seemed natural to start there with the investigation in order to get a baseline for the study. In 
order to reach the objective the following research questions were formulated: 

• Has the M2M Communication technology reached a more mature market regarding 
implementation of the technology in the building sector, and if so, for what reasons? 

• Where, on the Gartner Hype Curve, is the Connected Building sector compared to the 
general Connected Things sector? If there is a difference between the two sectors, why 
is it so? 

It is difficult for the one who is not familiar with the Gartner Hype Curve to understand the 
second research question. Therefore a short explanation is in order. The Gartner Hype Curve 
is a branded graphical presentation tool developed and used by the US IT research and 
advisory firm Gartner. It is a useful instrument for illustrating the maturity, adoption and 
social application of specific technologies, such as M2M Communication services in this 
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case. The Gartner Hype Curve is described in detail in Chapter 2 – Theoretical Frameworks. 
Also in order to understand the second research question the term Connected Thing (CT) must 
be defined. Dahlberg et al. [2014] defined a Connected Thing in the following way: 

“When physical objects can communicate with the outside world, they are said to be 
Connected Things or Smart objects: one can interact with them remotely, query how they are 
doing and change their state as required.” 

1.4 Outline 
The outline for the remaining parts of this Master Thesis report is organized as presented 
below. It is mainly based on the recommendation by Collis and Hussey [2014] concerning the 
disposition of a Master Thesis report. The report is presented in 6 major parts where each part 
has a crucial role in presenting the conducted study that constitutes the body of this Master 
Thesis report. It is presented in a narrative and comprehensive way. 

Chapter 2 – Theoretical Frameworks 
The main findings from the literature reviewed regarding M2M Communication in general 
and the building sector specifically is presented in this chapter. The main findings from the 
theoretical frameworks used for the purpose of this Master Thesis study are presented in order 
to give an insight into the theoretical areas used for the choice of methodology and for the 
analysis. 

Chapter 3 – Methodology 
The choice of methodology and research methods based on the objective and theoretical 
frameworks used for the research is presented and discussed. 

Chapter 4 – Results 
The main findings from the empirical data and the results from the theory found in the 
literature are presented. 

Chapter 5 – Analysis and Discussion 
The results from the empirical research is discussed and analyzed in relation to the theories 
from the theoretical frameworks and the literature reviewed. 

Chapter 6 – Conclusion 
In the final chapter of this Master Thesis report the conclusions of the study are presented and 
the research questions are answered, followed by managerial implications and suggestions for 
future research within the field of M2M Communications. 

1.5 Delimitations 
Since this Master Thesis study was conducted during a limited time frame and the analyzed 
problem is rather complex a couple of delimitations had to be made in order to make it more 
comprehensive. 
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This Master Thesis study solely focused on the future of M2M Communication as a business 
and market opportunity and therefore does not present any deep investigation or evaluation 
regarding the underlying technology that makes M2M Communication services work. 

At this time there are no standards for how M2M Communications should work and every 
country has their own set ups. Therefore this Master Thesis study focused only on the 
Swedish market. However, since there are more raw data, statistics and financial data from 
other countries, e.g. USA and other European countries, such as the Nordic region (Sweden, 
Finland, Denmark and Norway), references to these countries has been made. 

This Master Thesis solely focuses on how far the Connected Buildings and Building 
Automation sectors have come in comparison to the general M2M Communication sectors. 
There are already a few Smart home solutions that incorporates M2M Communication 
available on the private home market, but since this report focuses on Connected Buildings 
rather than Smart homes, which is an apartment or a villa and not an entire building, those 
systems will not be addressed here. Also only Real Estate Management Companies (REMC) 
were analyzed in the empirical research in this Master Thesis study since they are the ones 
managing the buildings they have and therefore were most suitable to answer the survey 
questions for the empirical study.  
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2 Theoretical Frameworks 
This chapter describes the most important findings from the literature reviewed for this 
Master Thesis project. It consists of the literature reviewed regarding M2M Communication 
in general and Connected Buildings specifically. It also consists of the theoretical frameworks 
used in order to analyze the problem in this Master Thesis study. The chapter is structured to 
explain the basic concepts of M2M Communications and factors that makes the M2M 
Communication revolution possible. 

2.1 The Case of M2M Communication in the Building Sector 
As stated before the application area for M2M Communication technology is endless and 
therefore it has been necessary to narrow down this study to only focusing on what is known 
as Connected Buildings (CB). Dahlberg et al. [2014] defines a Connected Building as: 

“A home or office equipped with a special connected platform enabling its occupants to 
remotely control and program an array of automated connected devices. When the home or 
office becomes Smart, it offers a wide array of new applications, such as security, automation, 
optimization of HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), and connected office 
appliances.” 

The reason for choosing the Connected Building sector is that according to Machina Research 
[2013] growth in the Connected Building M2M Communication sector will be driven by 
building security and demands for energy efficiency. It is believed that the sector will 
generate almost 300 billion dollars globally by the year of 2022 and intelligent buildings is the 
second largest sector for M2M Communication revenue, second only to consumer electronics. 
It is estimated that the market will grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 16 
percent between 2012 and 2022 from approximately 70 billion dollars in 2012 to 
approximately 300 billion dollars in 2022 [Machina Research, 2013]. 

Security is the largest application group within the sector, expected to be generating 47 
percent of the total revenue by 2022. The other sectors are Building Automation, Micro-
generation and Network Infrastructure [Machina Research, 2013]. The security market is 
already well-established and will benefit significantly from M2M Communication 
connectivity as alarms, CCTVs and access control systems increasingly become connected. 
Over the forecast period there will be a trend towards mobile connectivity as a back-up to 
fixed network connectivity in cases where the fixed line is comprised. There will also be a 
large number of pure mobile solutions, particularly in the residual sector. Hence, this 
application group will present the largest opportunity for mobile network operators. 

In this Master Thesis study I have chosen to use the term Analog Buildings (AB) to describe 
buildings that do not have any M2M Communication technology implemented in them. 
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2.2 Factors That Have and Can Facilitate the M2MC Revolution 
There are a couple of identified factors that have made the M2M Communication (M2MC) 
revolution possible in the first place. One of these factors that have had a major affect on the 
technology was the invention of Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). It is a major leap forward 
compared to its predecessor which is Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). One of the major 
differences between IPv4 and IPv6 is that the latter uses a 128-bit address allowing for 2128 
addresses which is approximately 340 trillion trillion trillion (3.4∙1038) addresses. This is more 
than 7.9∙1028 times as many addresses as IPv4 has been able to provide since it uses a 32-bit 
address which provides approximately 4.3 billion addresses. This means that it is possible 
with IPv6 to assign every star in the known universe with its own IPv4 Internet [World IPv6 
Launch, 2012]. Since it is now possible to assign every machine on the planet, and then some, 
its own Internet address, the problem regarding lack of address space, which was an issue 
with IPv4, is now gone. 

Another factor that may facilitate the M2M Communication revolution is the transition from 
4G (fourth generation wireless systems) to 5G (fifth generation wireless systems) in the 
future. The 5G system is 100 times faster than the 4G system and may for instance enable 
operators to be located in Stockholm and operate machinery such as excavators on the other 
side of the planet [Ekonominyheterna, 2015-11-11]. The 5G system is expected to be 
launched in Pyeongchang, South Korea, during the Winter Olympics in 2018 and reach its full 
potential a few years later. 

2.3 Energy Consumption in the Nordic Region 
In the Nordic region (Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Norway) electricity consumption per 
capita is more than double that of the European average, 16,400 kWh compared to just 7,500 
kWh [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. In the cold climate that is typical for the Nordic region heating 
of buildings is the key contributor to this difference. Energy savings is crucial for both 
protection of the environment and enabling cost savings for home owners and commercial 
investors. Today, new buildings that are being built are intelligent such as the Stockholm 
Royal Seaport and by the year 2030 the city of Stockholm has planned to build a climate-
positive district by utilizing climate-smart and efficient infrastructure. The project is going to 
lead to that some 10,000 homes and 30,000 workspaces will be connected [Dahlberg et al., 
2014], and when homes and offices are being connected, other features, such as home 
automation and improved security can easily be added. 

According to Dahlberg et al. [2014] the market for M2M Communication solutions, within 
the building segment, is estimated to grow by 13 percent CAGR, in the Nordic region, until 
2017 from 568 million euro in 2012 to 1.050 billion euro in 2017. Connected Buildings 
corresponds to over one third of the entire estimated M2M Communication market and is one 
of the more mature segments. A major benefit from M2M Communication in the building 
sector is that it is able to support up to 30 percent energy savings in homes and offices and 
provide increased convenience and security to home owners and commercial developers 
[Dahlberg et al., 2014]. With an average electricity price in Sweden of 44 öre/kWh (Swedish 
cents/kWh) between January and December from 2010 to 2014 [Vattenfall, 2015] and a 
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population of 9,828,655 per September 30th, 2015 [SCB, 2015] it would roughly mean a cost 
saving of over 21 billion SEK. 

2.4 M2M Communication in the General Connected Thing sector 
During the past five years M2M Communication has been one of the hottest debated topics 
across industries worldwide [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. Global industrial leaders have been 
preaching a revolution more fundamental than the one created by the Internet some 20 years 
ago. In 2014 Nest Labs, a connected home solution provider, was acquired by Google for 3.2 
billion dollars. The acquisition illustrates how world-leading innovators are positioning 
themselves in the emergent eco-system to capitalize on the benefits of Connected Things 
[Dahlberg et al., 2014]. According to the authors M2M Communication solutions have the 
potential to transform society, industries and the way people live through productivity 
improvements, greater user convenience, provisioning of value-added services and 
enablement of new business models. Experts regarding Connected Things are currently 
outbidding each other when trying to forecast the number of global connected devices. The 
current estimates ranges from 22 billion to 50 billion devices by the year 2020. In 2013 the 
number of global connected devices was estimated to be 8-10 billion. In terms of revenue, the 
global M2M Communication eco-system is estimated to grow by 16 percent CAGR, from a 
300 billion dollars industry in 2012 to 980 billion dollars in 2020, according to Dahlberg et al. 
[2014] who in turn refers to a report written by Machina Research. 

According to Dahlberg et al. [2014] the M2M Communication revolution is developing in 
three waves. The first wave consists of M2M Communication technology that enables people 
to remotely controlling devices such as checking that the front door is locked or retrieving the 
position of moving objects. In the second wave M2M Communication will enable new 
innovative services and improved productivity. In this wave large amounts of data are 
collected and processed. Examples of services that M2M Communication can enable in the 
second wave is utility to optimize thousands of turbines and identify leaks in a water supply 
network. Yet to come is the third wave. In this wave M2M Communication solutions are 
becoming seamlessly integrated into the most critical systems of society, e.g. in health care 
where M2M Communication enables new advanced remote treatment, or automation of 
personal transportation (such as Google’s driverless car concept) [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. 

In spite of the market excitement and user benefits of M2M Communication services, the 
reality today is that the commercial market is fragmented and immature in several segments 
[Dahlberg et al., 2014]. M2M Communication solution providers are still searching for 
sustainable business models and many solutions are far from being ready for mass-market 
adoption. At present day in Europe only Connected Buildings, Connected Vehicles, such as 
tracking and fleet management applications, and Connected Infrastructure, e.g. Smart meters, 
can be considered somewhat relatively mature M2M Communication solutions [Dahlberg et 
al., 2014]. The fleet management applications have been commercially successful due to 
strong business cases focused on efficiency improvements for logistics companies and a 
relatively structured and clear value chain. Deployment of Smart meters has been driven by 
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regulatory requirements in some European markets, like here in Sweden, but also notably in 
Finland and Italy [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. 

2.5 Innovating the M2M Communication Eco-System for Growth 
In order to make M2M Communication solutions successful several components are required. 
Prominent amongst these components is the connected object itself, but it also needs services 
and integration and a sustainable business model that distributes value between actors in a 
scattered and complex eco-system. The interplay between lead users, enablers and innovators 
is essential in order to unlock the growth potential and realize the benefits of M2M 
Communication [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. The lead users represent early-adopting consumers or 
businesses, customers that are leading the way in their respective field. Such lead users are 
e.g. the farmer switching to automated harvesting machinery, or the home-care provider 
adopting M2M Communication solutions for patient monitoring at home. The necessary 
market and demand pull for new technology services are created by the lead users [Dahlberg 
et al., 2014].  

The enablers are the companies that ensures that M2M Communication solutions can be 
delivered, installed, served and billed, and several enablers are usually required for a solution 
to work. Enablers differ by application type and market demands and can be represented by 
telecom operators, platform providers and system integrators. The enablers are competing 
amongst each other, but they also collaborate in order to ensure coherent delivery and quality 
of their services [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. 

The innovators are represented by companies and entrepreneurs that develop new M2M 
Communication applications. Their role in the eco-system is to push the application’s 
boundaries and sense and explore business opportunities. The majority of the innovators face 
difficulties reaching the lead users by themselves. These difficulties are mainly due to 
technical limitations, e.g. integration and delivery capacity, or lack of market reach. Dahlberg 
et al. [2014] identified two different approaches to unlock the growth potential in the eco-
system that can be observed in the market. The first approach is that some companies are 
attempting to vertically integrate, breach and rapidly drive growth in a certain connected 
group or niche application. By doing so, they can assume control over the value chain and 
provide a complete solution to customers, allowing for quicker time to market and controlled 
customer experience. When Google acquired Nest Labs it could be seen as an example of this 
approach in the Connected Building segment. 

The other approach that key players in the market are striving for is to build horizontal 
capabilities and platforms, by creating alliances and partnerships throughout the M2M 
Communication eco-system. Through standardization, multiple applications can be supported 
on one cloud-based platform to achieve economies of scale. Dahlberg et al. [2014] identified 
that a key success factor to drive M2M Communication market adoption is to have an enabler 
that takes the main responsibility for the customer value proposition. Also regulatory, 
Political, and Economic preconditions are important for M2M Communication market 
development according to the authors. Regulation and government policy can both limit and 
drive the market for M2M Communications technology in a distinct manner. 
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Some challenges that poses a threat to the growth of some application types such as healthcare 
applications are the personal data integrity policies. Some of the now more mature M2M 
Communication solutions have been pushed by regulatory requirements and political agendas. 
Such M2M Communication solutions are the emergency call applications driven by the 2015 
(EU) emergency call mandate for passenger cars and light-duty vehicles, and the two-way 
emergency call applications in elevators pushed by Nordic legislations in 2012 [Dahlberg et 
al., 2014]. 

2.6 The Nordic Region is a Hot Spot for M2MC Growth 
The Nordics, despite being a relatively small and remote region, have a strong legacy of 
creating globally successful and innovative ICT (Information and Communication 
Technology) companies. Ericsson, Nokia, Skype, Linux and Spotify all have their roots in the 
region [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. The reasons for this are many, but prominent amongst them are 
that the Nordic region has a good infrastructure, a stable regulatory environment and vibrant 
user communities. The conditions in the region for early M2M Communication adoption and 
growth are excellent and in 2013 the number of Connected Things, if we exclude mobile 
phones, personal computers and ICT infrastructure, is estimated to have reached 28 million in 
the Nordic region and thus surpassed the total population in the region which at the time was 
26 million [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. Today, 15 percent of the total mobile subscriptions in the 
Nordics concerns M2M Communication connections, compared with approximately 3 percent 
globally. According to Dahlberg et al. [2014], 70 million things are estimated to be connected 
in the region by 2017, equaling 2.6 Connected Things per person.  

Dahlberg et al. [2014] claims there are two key underlying factors that support further growth 
of M2M Communication in the Nordic region. The first key factor regards ICT infrastructure 
and refers to the fact that the Nordic countries have among the highest fixed broadband and 
mobile penetration in Europe, 34 percent for the fixed broadband penetration and 149 percent 
for the mobile penetration. The other key factor regards the market and refers to that 
businesses and people in the Nordic region are renowned for quickly adopting new trends and 
technologies. Also all four Nordic economies are within the top ten of the World Economic 
Forum’s Networked Readiness Index in 2013, which measures the propensity for countries, 
including their populations, to benefit from the opportunities offered by ICT [Dahlberg et al., 
2014]. 

2.7 Market view for Connected Things in the Nordic Region 
In 2012 the market size for M2M Communication solutions in the Nordic region was 
estimated at 1.7 billion euro and with a 30 percent CAGR forecasted until 2017, roughly twice 
as fast as the global market, it will reach a market size of 6.1 billion euro. Despite small 
differences in market characteristics between the four Nordic economies, some differences 
can be observed in market size, maturity and growth. The following information is gathered 
from Dahlberg et al. [2014]. 

Sweden is the largest, but not most mature, market with 515 million euro and is estimated to 
grow by 32 percent CAGR, reaching a market size of 2 billion euro in 2017. Finland is the 
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most mature market, with 1.22 Connected Things per person and a total estimated market size 
of 396 million euro in 2012. The high penetration rate is consistent with the high mobile 
penetration rate, 169 percent, and early deployment of Smart meters. Growth rate is expected 
to be slightly lower, 27 percent CAGR, compared with the region as whole, reaching a market 
size of 1.3 billion euro in 2017. Norway, with 1.03 Connected Things per person, is relatively 
immature compared with the other countries in the Nordic region. The market is expected to 
grow by 29 percent CAGR, from 387 million euro to 1.4 billion in 2017, partly driven by 
Smart meter deployment in 2014. Denmark’s market size is estimated at 379 million euro in 
2012, and is expected to grow by 29 percent CAGR, reaching a market size of 1.4 billion euro 
in 2017. 

The market characteristics for M2M Communication in the Nordic region differ more by 
connected group rather than by country. In 2012 the largest connected group in the region was 
Connected Buildings, 568 million euro including both M2M Communication solutions within 
homes as well as offices with security applications as the leading and most mature application 
type in the group [Dahlberg et al., 2014]. The Connected Building segment is expected to 
grow by 13 percent CAGR reaching 1.050 billion euro in 2017. The second largest segment in 
the region in 2012 was Connected Consumer Gadgets, 457 million euro and is expected to 
grow by 42 percent CAGR reaching 2.6 billion euro in 2017 and thus becoming the largest 
segment. Growth is driven by the myriad consumer devices, e.g. cameras, consumer wearable, 
white goods, music players and TVs, that are being connected. Connected Infrastructure, 279 
million euro, which includes Smart meters deployed in Sweden and Finland, has been a key 
driver for growth in M2M Communication mobile subscriptions in the region. The segment is 
expected to grow by 3 percent CAGR reaching 323 million euro in 2017. The Connected 
Vehicle segment, 196 million euro, is expected to grow by 46 percent CAGR reaching 1.321 
billion euro in 2017. This segment has one of the strongest growth rates and it is driven by 
solid uptake in the number of connected cars which will not only be pushed by original 
equipments manufacturing (OEM), but also other stakeholders, such as repair shops, insurers, 
rental providers and car pool service providers. Connected People, 88 million euro, with 
health care-related applications such as remote measurement of bio-markers, is yet a small 
and immature segment, but with huge growth opportunities. The segment is expected to grow 
by 47 percent CAGR making it the segment that has the strongest growth rate of all segments 
and is expected to reach 600 million euro 2017. Connected Industrial Processes, 51 million 
euro, is a relatively small segment in terms of M2M Communication solutions. The segment 
is driven by underlying industry demand to improve productivity and competiveness, but 
faces some challenges that limit growth, such as high integration costs and long asset lifetime 
of industrial equipment. The segment is expected to grow by 11 percent CAGR, making it the 
one of the weakest growth rates of all segments, reaching 86 million euro in 2017. The last 
segment, Connected Money, 38 million euro, is also a relatively small segment, but includes 
some mature applications such as point-of-sale terminals. In some countries, such as here in 
Sweden, growth in this segment has been driven by regulations requiring restaurant owners to 
exercise the credit card payment process at customers’ tables. Other application types, such as 
connected vending machines or parking meters, are yet immature in the Nordic region. The 
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segment is expected to grow by 11 percent CAGR, making it the other one of the weakest 
growth rates of all segments, reaching 64 million euro in 2017. 

2.8 Gartner Hype Curve 
The Gartner Hype Curve is a branded graphical presentation tool developed and used by the 
US IT research and advisory firm Gartner. It is a useful instrument for illustrating the 
maturity, adoption and social application of specific technologies, such as M2M 
Communication services in this case. Each Hype Curve is divided into five key phases of a 
technology's life cycle, these phases are Technology Trigger, Peak of Inflated 
Expectations, Trough of Disillusionment, Slope of Enlightenment and Plateau of Productivity. 
Each of these key phases, and their corresponding visibility and maturity, can be seen 
in Figure 2.1. 

 
Figure 2.1 Gartner Hype Curve 
Source: AVC, [2014] 

The technology trigger phase is characterized by a potential technology breakthrough. Media 
interest and early proof-of-concept stories triggers a significantly amount of publicity. Most of 
the time no usable products exist and there is at this time no proof regarding commercial 
viability [Gartner, 2015]. 

In the peak of inflated expectations phase a number of success stories due to early publicity 
are produced. These success stories are often accompanied by stories of failures. Some 
companies take action, but the majority does nothing [Gartner, 2015]. 

When time comes to the trough of disillusionment phase interests for the technology wanes as 
experiments and implementations fail to deliver. Producers of the new technology shake out 
or fail and investments continue only to flow if the surviving providers improve their products 
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to satisfy the early adopters (see Technology Adoption Life Cycle subchapter below) [Gartner, 
2015]. 

The slope of enlightenment phase is characterized by more instances of how the technology 
can benefit the enterprise start to crystallize and become more widely understood. Now 
second- and third-generation products start to appear from technology providers. More 
enterprises fund pilots while conservative companies still remain cautious [Gartner, 2015]. 

In the final phase, plateau of productivity mainstream adoption starts to take off. Criteria for 
assessing provider viability are more clearly defined. The new technology's broad market 
applicability and relevance are clearly starting to pay off [Gartner, 2015]. 

Figure 2.2 shows the different key phases in the Gartner Hype Curve and what happens at 
different points in time in each key phase. 

 
Figure 2.2 Gartner Hype Curve with explanatory points 
Source: Wikipedia, [2015] 

In spite of the Hype Curve’s usefulness it is not without criticism, prominent among which 
are that the outcome does not depend on the nature of the technology itself, that the Hype 
Curve is not scientific in nature and that it does not reflect changes over time in the speed at 
which technology develops. Another criticism is that the curve has no real benefit to the 
development or marketing of new technologies, but merely comments on pre-existing trends. 
However, despite the criticism against the Hype Curve it is still used in this Master Thesis 
study as a presentation tool since it allows for a “good enough” understanding where the 
M2M Communication technology in general is at today and it can be compared to where the 
Connected Building sector is. 
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From the webpage of Business Insider [2011] and Gartner Newsroom [2014] it was possible 
to obtain Gartner’s view on different technologies and where they believe each technology 
currently is on the Hype Curve. The following two figures, Figure 2.3 for July 2011 
and Figure 2.4 for July 2014 , shows Gartner’s view on M2M Communication technologies 
in general. In 2011 M2M Communication technology had just entered the Trough of 
Disillusionment key phase with an estimated five to ten years left before reaching the Plateau 
of Productivity key phase. Three years later the situation is basically unchanged except for 
that the M2M Communication has reached a bit further on the Hype Curve. For the 2015 
Hype Curve Gartner had not presented their view on M2M Communication technology 
services and is therefore not presented in this report. 

 
Figure 2.3 Gartner Hype Curve from July 2011 
Source: Modified model from Business insider, [2011] 

 
Figure 2.4 Gartner Hype Curve from July 2014  
Source: Modified model from Gartner Newsroom, [2014] 

Machine-to-Machine 
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The information obtained from Figure 2.4 is compared to the empirical results obtained from 
the survey and the interviews held with the REMCs. The empirical results are presented in 
Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5. 

2.9 Technology Adoption Life Cycle 
The Technology Adoption Life Cycle (TALC), Figure 2.5, describes the market penetration 
for any type of new technology and the kind of customers it attracts at different stages. The 
different customer groups distinguish people according to how they react to disruptive 
technologies [Moore, 1999]. M2M Communication is considered by many to be a disruptive 
technology since it will change the information technology industry and thus fits in the model 
described by Moore [1999]. The TALC was a useful tool for this Master Thesis study in order 
to describe which category the REMCs belonged to concerning technology adoption and 
compare it with other sectors’ adoption and use of M2M Communication services in general. 

 
Figure 2.5 The Technology Adoption Life Cycle 
Source: Moore [1999] 

For a technology company it is crucial to understand the behavior of the different customer 
segments when formulating a marketing strategy. The first type of customer profile describes 
the innovators who actively seek new technology products, since technology is a huge interest 
to them, regardless of what functions it offers. Though not a large group, pursuing them into 
buying a new technology product is vital due to their endorsement possibilities which can 
reassure other groups to start using the new technology [Moore, 1999]. 

The innovators normally constitutes around 2.5 percent of the total and this group know 
technology and want truthful information about the product. Trying to make the product seem 
better than it really is will not work well with this group. They also need to have close contact 
with the technical support division at the technology company in order to resolve possible 
issues. Furthermore, the innovators want to be the first ones to get hold of the new 
technology. Aside from innovators, exclusive collaborations with early adopters (presented 
below) can also give useful feedback about the new technology products at early stages. 

Early adopters normally constitutes around 13.5 percent of the total and this group are similar 
to innovators in that sense that they too enjoy new technology products. However, they are 
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not as interested in the technology itself as the innovators are. The early adopters are rather 
more interested in the actual benefits of the products and the group rely more on their own 
intuition when making decisions to purchase the technology. This group of customers is 
important to pursue in order to influence other customers in the future [Moore, 1999]. The key 
argument to win them over is to communicate that the solutions the new technology provides 
makes it possible to move forward strategically, which was not possible before the technology 
existed. This argument has real value and attracts this type of customers. 

The early majority normally constitutes around 34 percent of the total and this group relates to 
technology in a similar way as the early adopters, however, practicality plays a larger role in 
their adoption to new technologies. This group prefer to wait until they see how other people 
have reacted to the new technology product and that the product has actually proven to be 
beneficial. This group is very large, representing about one third of all of the customers, and 
therefore has a huge impact on profits and growth [Moore, 1999]. The early majority’s 
adoption to new technologies has much to do with the reputation the technology has 
accumulated in its first stages on the market. Hearing the word “risk” is a real warning sign to 
this group and makes them afraid of investing in something that does not pay back or risks 
result in losses. However, they can tolerate some level of risk, given that there are sufficient 
safety nets in place and risk management is prioritized and manageable. Having won over the 
early majority is a huge step in the right direction and therefore future sales to this group is an 
important source of income. 

Members of the late majority group also normally constitutes around 34 percent of the total 
and this group resemble the ones of the early majority, however, the major difference between 
the two groups is that the late majority group are far less comfortable with new technologies 
[Moore, 1999]. They prefer to wait until standards have been established and they usually buy 
their products from large, stable companies. This group also represents one third of the 
TALC, and are therefore very important customers. At the late stages of market maturity 
prices normally fall, but production becomes cheaper and all research and development 
(R&D) expenditures have been recuperated. The difference between the early majority and 
late majority is the level of willingness to develop technological capabilities to be able to use 
the product, where the late majority is less ready to do so. The products must therefore be 
made easier to adopt in order to be successful. These changes need to be clearly 
communicated in order for the late majority to realize that they too can use the product. 

The laggards normally constitutes around 16 percent of the total and this group are the last 
ones to adopt new technology due to personal or economic reasons [Moore, 1999]. The group 
only pursue new technologies unconsciously, when it is imperceptibly integrated into another 
product – a new kind of processor in a computer, for example. Since the laggards are not that 
many and are difficult to convince, they should generally not be invested in. The laggards do 
not participate to a large extent in the high-tech marketplace, but they can potentially block 
purchases. Therefore their influence should be mitigated, though the technology providers 
should consider the laggards skeptical views as a resource to evaluate the product and make 
improvements. 
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2.10 Threats of an Immature Market 
In the book Scenario Planning: The Link Between Future and Strategy the authors explains 
that in an immature market as well as in organizations, market leaders need to make sure that 
stability is reached through well made strategic moves [Lindgren and Bandhold, 2003]. By 
this the authors mean that significant market growth will eventually occur and they describe 
how organizations can position themselves to affect this and to be prepared for it. 

Lindgren and Bandhold [2003] use the metaphor of climbing a misty mountain to describe the 
dilemma an immature market presents. As the leader it is important to guide the people on the 
mountain upward and forward. However, the leader has to do so without exactly knowing the 
group’s position on the mountain [Lindgren and Bandhold, 2003]. The end goal is to reach the 
highest peak, but how does the leader know that the group is climbing the right mountain? 
One tactic is to send out scouts to investigate the different areas of the surrounding mountains 
and to use the gathered information to take a decision that moves the group forward. This 
theoretical framework is used and discussed in Chapter 6 – Conclusion, in order to give 
managerial implications concerning the Connected Building sector and how M2M 
Communication technology companies should use this technological revolution to their 
advantage. 

Often when a technology product is new and its area of usefulness is unknown many 
technology providing companies uses a strategy that is known as technology push. In a 
technology push state the technology providing companies’ research and development 
division (R&D) come up with technologically innovative ideas and products that the company 
then pushes onto the market, they create a product and then looks for a market need. 
However, most technology companies strive to have another strategy that is the opposite of 
technology push namely market pull. In the market pull state the market clearly articulates the 
need it has for a solution to a problem it currently experience and the technology companies 
then provide, if it is possible, a solution to the problem. See Figure 2.6 for a schematic 
explanation of technology push and market pull. 

 
Figure 2.6 Technology Push vs. Market Pull 
Source: Helen’s Blog, [2009] 
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Both technology push and market pull are well working strategies when selling any types of 
products on a functioning market. Often when companies launches a new technology or 
product they have to start in the technology push state and then if the market thinks the 
technology or product works well the company enters the market pull state. This change of 
state is what happened when the first iPhone was launched by Apple in 2007. Apple, at first, 
pushed the iPhone onto the market, and today it sells as fast as butter melts in the sun. 
Sometimes companies uses a combination of the two strategies. However, according to Tidd 
and Bessant [2013] companies should strive to reach the market pull state as soon as possible 
since it is a better strategy in the long run for a company. 

2.11 SWOT Analysis 
A SWOT (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats) analysis is a useful tool for 
evaluating a technology’s position on a market. The SWOT analysis is used for analyzing the 
technology’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats and not the market’s. In Chapter 
5 – Analysis and Discussion a detailed SWOT analysis of M2M Communication technology 
is presented.  
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3 Methodology 
In this chapter the methodology selected to address the objective with this Master Thesis 
study is explained and justified. Topics covered here are the data collection methodology, 
primary and secondary data sources and construction of the quality of the research. Also the 
different types of REMCs that were asked to participate in the survey are presented. 

Since the purpose of this Master Thesis study was to investigate the difference between the 
progress of implementing M2M Communication technology in the Swedish building sector, 
converting Analog Buildings into Connected Buildings, and to compare the progress in that 
sector to the general implementation progress of other Connected Things sectors, a case study 
method was used. According to Yin [2009] a case study method is commonly used as a 
research method when there is a distinct need to understand a complex social phenomena, 
which is the case for this Master Thesis study. Also, it was considered suitable to use an 
explanatory case study for the purpose of this specific Master Thesis study since the intent 
with it was to investigate a contemporary situation without any possibility to manipulate 
behaviors, opinions or performance of the investigated objects. 

3.1 Data Collection 
It is always best to use several methods of data collection to adequately address the impacts of 
information technology [Gutek and Bikson, 1991]. They have pointed out that traditional 
survey methods such as E-mail, questionnaires and interviews are inadequate when used 
alone. Instead Gutek and Bikson [1991] suggested a multi-method approach meaning a mix of 
data gathering methods including interviews, questionnaires, literature and observations.  

Primary data are research data gathered from an original source, such as your own 
experiments, questionnaire survey, interviews or focus groups, whereas secondary data are 
research data collected from an existing source, such as publications, databases or national 
and international records, and may be available in hard copy from the internet [Collis and 
Hussey, 2014]. 

The data collection method for this Master Thesis study consisted of both a literature review, 
a survey and interviews. This data collection methodology was chosen mainly in order to first 
obtain a fundamental understanding of both the subjects of M2M Communication, Connected 
Buildings and Building Automation, and later collect empirical data from REMCs in Sweden. 

3.1.1 Literature Review 
A literature review is a critical evaluation of the existing body of knowledge on a topic, which 
guides the research and demonstrates that relevant literature has been located and analyzed 
[Collis and Hussey, 2014]. It should incorporate the latest literature and cover the major 
questions and issues in the field. The search engines Google Scholar and KTH Primo (of 
KTH’s library) were used to gain information. Through these databases it was possible to 
search for scientific articles for the literature review. Additionally books, articles, surveys and 
reports from both national and international institutions were used as sources for gathering 
secondary data. 
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The literature review was conducted in order to gather background information about M2M 
Communication and to give the reader of this report a more detailed description of the 
subject’s development and how it differ from previous used technology. It was also conducted 
in order to gather background information concerning how M2M Communication is currently 
being used in Connected Buildings and how it can be used in the future. Keywords when 
searching for secondary data regarding M2M Communication were: definition of Internet of 
Things, definition of IoT, definition of Machine-to-Machine Communication, definition of 
M2M Communication, smart homes, Connected Buildings, Building Automation and 
Connected Things. 

Keywords when searching for information regarding strategies were: positioning in new 
markets, push and pull strategies, market maturity, technology adoption life cycle, product 
belief, disruptive innovations, M2M Communication market analysis and Connected 
Buildings market analysis. 

3.1.2 Market Analysis 
Since it is essential for a product to be compatible on the market it is of the essence to 
understand the market dynamics [Rogers, 2003]. It was therefore important to conduct a 
market analysis in order to investigate underlying factors for M2M Communication such as 
how big potential the technology has in the building segment, what factors promote M2M 
Communication in the building segment, are there any factors that hinder the implementation 
of M2M Communication in the building segment and how mature is the market for M2M 
Communication technology in the building segment. These factors are discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.1.3 Survey for the Real Estate Management Companies 
A survey is a methodology designed to collect primary or secondary data from a sample, with 
a view to generalizing the results to a population [Collis and Hussey, 2014]. In this master 
thesis a survey was conducted in order to get primary data from REMCs and the sector’s view 
on Connected Buildings. The survey questioner for the REMCs can be found in Appendix A. 
The best report regarding Connected Buildings in Sweden was conducted in 2013 with a time 
horizon to 2017. Since much can change in just a few years it felt needed to conduct a new 
study regarding the Connected Building market in Sweden, and this time with a time horizon 
to at least 2020. This new study was conducted by sending a survey via E-mail to REMCs in 
Sweden and asking them what they thought about the future of Connected Buildings. The 
REMCs were selected from Fastighetsvärlden [2015] who every year makes a list of the 50 
biggest REMCs in Sweden based on revenue. The REMCs that were included in the survey 
consisted of a variety of different real estate segments such as hotels, public buildings, office 
buildings, warehouses and residential buildings. The purpose of this selection was so the 
survey would reflect the whole market of REMCs in Sweden. 

The survey questions for the REMCs were designed to illustrate their current position 
regarding Connected Buildings and their view on the future of the market. Since it was 
unlikely that every REMC asked to participate in the survey would do so, an acceptable 
number of participants had to be decided on. Collis and Hussey [2014] argued that for a 
Master Thesis research the size of the sample is not crucial for the study. 
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Today it is normal that the response rate from a survey is around 50 percent [E-delegationen, 
2015]. However, from past experience concerning participation in a survey I expected a 
response rate between 20 – 30 percent. A response rate between 20 – 30 percent from the 50 
REMCs would mean that between 10 to 15 REMCs would participate in the survey and this in 
turn became the acceptable minimum number. A lower participant ratio would mean that the 
survey study would be too unreliable. The results from the survey can be found in Chapter 4. 

3.1.4 Interviews with the Real Estate Management Companies 
Interviews are a method for collecting data in which selected participants (the interviewees) 
are asked questions to find what they do, think or feel [Collis and Hussey, 2014]. In the initial 
states of this Master Thesis research it was deemed unnecessary to conduct interviews since 
the survey sent to the REMCs was so comprehensive and detailed in its questions. However, 
since some of the REMCs did not want to answer the survey via E-mail, they instead offered 
themselves to answer the survey questions via a telephone interview. The basis for the 
interview questions were the same as the survey questions but naturally supplementary 
questions were asked in each interview conducted. The results from the interviews can be 
found in Chapter 4. 

3.2 The Real Estate Management Companies 
The REMCs that were asked to participate in the survey operated within different types of 
sectors and were of various sizes regarding both gross leasable area as well as revenue. The 
largest REMC had a gross leasable area of 3330 thousand square meters and the smallest had 
a gross leasable area of 150 thousand square meters. The largest revenue a REMC had was 92 
billion SEK and the smallest revenue a REMC had was 12 billion SEK. The information used 
and shown in the following graphs, and the graphs in Chapter 4, are valid for the REMCs as 
of 2014/2015. Since the REMCs operated within different sectors and are of various sizes, 
both concerning gross leasable area as well as revenue, it should give an acceptable view of 
how far the Swedish real estate management sector has come concerning implementation of 
M2M Communication technology in their building portfolios.  

Most of the REMCs had more than one area they operated within so in order to make the 
result more comprehendible and easier to graphically present the REMCs were divided into 
the five largest areas they all represented. These areas, and how many REMCs from each 
area, are shown in Figure 3.1 and each REMC was placed in one of these areas based on their 
largest area of operations. 
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Figure 3.1 Sectors that were asked to participate in the survey and how many from each sector 
Source: Fastighetsvärlden [2015]  

Aside from the different sectors presented above, it was considered necessary to understand 
how large each REMC was in order to better understand what type of company that 
implements M2M Communications technology in their buildings. Therefore the gross leasable 
area and revenue was gathered from each REMC asked to participate in the survey and is 
presented in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. 

 
Figure 3.2 Gross leasable area interval for the REMCs asked to participate in the survey 
Source: Fastighetsvärlden [2015] 
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Figure 3.3 Revenue interval for the REMCs asked to participate in the survey 
Source: Fastighetsvärlden [2015] 

The information concerning the sectors, the gross leasable area and the revenue for the 
REMCs that were asked to participate in the survey is compared to: 

- the REMCs that did participate in the survey,  
- the REMCs that participated in the survey and had Connected Buildings in their 

building portfolio and, 
- the REMCs that participated in the survey and did not have Connected Buildings in 

their building portfolio. 

These results are presented in Chapter 4. A non-response analysis of the REMCs that did not 
participate in the survey is presented in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
The analysis of a case study’s evidence is one of the least developed and most difficult 
aspects of doing case studies [Yin, 2009]. This means that a great deal depends on the 
investigator’s own style of rigorous empirical thinking and careful consideration of alternative 
interpretations. Since the survey questions to the REMCs consisted of questions regarding 
pure facts as well as questions regarding the respondents own opinions of the market and the 
M2M Communication technology used on it, the result will be both quantitative and 
qualitative. According to Collis and Hussey [2014] data results like this must be restructured 
in a more comprehensive way in order to be understandable and analyzed. This was 
conducted in two steps. First the findings from the literature reviewed concerning M2M 
Communication and Connected Buildings were structured and compared in order to identify 
the underlying factors that potentially can affect the adoption rates of M2M Communication 
in the real estate management sector in order to compare it with the general Connected Things 
sector. Secondly the main findings from the survey were used in order to further adapt the 
findings from the literature reviewed to specifically suit the case of M2M Communications 
and the Connected Building segment. 
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3.4 Construction of Quality of Research 
It is important to ensure that the research conducted is solid and describes the subject under 
study. It is therefore necessary to construct the research in such a way that it is possible to 
replicate it and come up with the exact same result. In order to construct the quality of the 
research, reliability, validity and generalizability should be considered [Collis & Hussey, 
2014]. The construction of these three areas are presented below. 

3.4.1 Construction of Reliability 
Reliability refers to the accuracy and precision of the measurement and the absence of 
differences if the research were repeated [Collis and Hussey, 2014]. Since this research 
mainly consists of qualitative data, which generally has lower reliability than quantitative data 
according to Collis and Hussey [2014], it is important to increase the reliability by presenting 
how the information was collected, from where it was collected and how it was analyzed. This 
is done by showing every step of the research process and argue for each method used. 

The research conducted in this Master Thesis consists mainly of qualitative data from the 
survey and the interviews, where the participants have been asked to give their opinion on the 
subject of M2M Communication and Connected Buildings. Qualitative data generally has low 
reliability since it is based on opinions and in order to get the same result, if the study was to 
be repeated, the new researcher needs to interview the same persons as this study did. 
However, it should be noted that since M2M Communication technology changes rapidly it 
might be difficult to obtain the same answers from the same interviewees, if their opinion has 
changed during the time elapsed between the two studies. In order to improve the reliability of 
this report, a large sample size were asked to participate in the survey and a fairly large 
number of REMCs responded. All of the participants were asked to answer the same type of 
questions which brings consistency to the research. 

The REMCs that were asked to participate in the survey were asked to place themselves in the 
TALC. Since the survey was sent to an individual at the REMCs it means that a single person 
is representing the entire company’s view on their tendency to adopt new technology in 
general and M2M Communications technology specifically, see Appendix A. Since it is 
unknown whether the views on adopting new technology represents the entire REMC’s views 
or just the views of the person who answered the survey it might present a flaw in the 
construction of the reliability for this Master Thesis study. This however should be reduced to 
a minimum since the surveys were sent to the REMCs’ customer support’s E-mail asking 
them to forward the survey to whom they thought best suitable to answer it. 

In order to increase the reliability of the study further a non-response analysis had to be 
constructed in order to evaluate the REMCs that did not participate in the survey. The non-
response analysis can be found in Chapter 5 – Analysis and Discussion. 

3.4.2 Construction of Validity 
Validity refers to the extent to which a test measures what the researcher wants it to measure 
and the results reflect the phenomena under study [Collis and Hussey, 2014]. In order to 
construct validity for this research different methods for reducing biases were used, known as 
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triangulation of methods [Collis and Hussey, 2014]. Along with secondary data such as the 
literature from books, the Internet and other studies conducted regarding the Connected 
Building segment, primary data was collected through a survey sent to REMCs operating in 
Sweden. Interviews were also conducted in this study with some REMCs that preferred to 
answer the survey questions via telephone instead of via E-mail. Therefore the literature 
reviewed for this Master Thesis study was triangulated with a survey and interviews. 

The objective with this Master Thesis research, as stated earlier, was to investigate if the 
building sector in Sweden had come further in adopting M2M Communication technologies 
than the rest of the Connected Things sectors in general and the reasons why. Since there were 
plenty of information regarding the Connected Building segment worldwide, but not plenty of 
information specific for the Swedish region an investigation of some sort had to be made in 
order to make sure the study conducted was valid for the Swedish Connected Building 
market. The survey and interviews conducted in this Master Thesis research was intended to 
fill that information gap. 

3.4.3  Construction of Generalizability 
Generalizability refers to the extent to which the research findings, which is often based on a 
sample, can be extended to other cases, often a population, or other settings [Collis and 
Hussey, 2014]. Constructing generalizability for the research conducted is the most difficult 
one. This research focuses on the Connected Building segment in the Swedish region and is 
therefore very narrow. In order to make the research more generalizable it contains 
information from other countries in order to present the whole picture of the Connected 
Building sector. However, even though the subject under study is narrow, the research 
questions asked here can be altered to reflect other areas of technology or markets. Also the 
methodology used in this research can be used when studying other areas of IoT and M2M 
Communications technology such as Connected People and Connected Vehicle which are two 
areas that are expected to grow extremely fast in the near future.  

3.4.4 Limitations in the Study 
This study was limited to M2M Communication in the building sector and the Swedish 
region. Since most countries have their own standards, rules and regulations concerning 
Internet traffic it may not be applicable to other countries. Also, I as a researcher have only a 
limited background within the field of IT which creates limitations in fully understanding the 
underlying technology. However, this gap in knowledge was expected to be counterbalanced 
by the knowledge I have regarding the business side of M2M Communication and that I have 
had the ability to look at the technology and the market with fresh eyes. 
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4 Results 
In this chapter the main findings from the survey and the interviews conducted in this Master 
Thesis study are presented. The chapter is divided into four parts. First a part presenting an 
overview of the REMCs, which of them participated and which of them did not. Then a second 
part of empirical data from the REMCs that had Connected Buildings and then a part of 
empirical data from the REMCs that did not have Connected Buildings. The final part is the 
result found in the literature. This chapter does not present any in dept discussions or 
conclusions, for that look at Chapter 5. 

4.1 Overview of the REMCs 
Out of the total of 50 REMCs asked to participate in the survey for this Master Thesis 
research 16 replied. This gave a REMC response rate of 32 percent which was more than 
expected, but still under the 50 percent level which would have made the result statistically 
reliable, see Chapter 5. The persons representing the REMCs participating in the survey were 
IT managers, installation managers for plumbing and energy, energy coordinators, 
sustainability managers and technical managers. The survey was sent to the REMC’s 
customer support’s E-mail and then passed on to whom they thought best suitable to answer 
the survey. From the replies received it has been shown that the M2M Communication area 
affects every responsibility area at the REMCs. Since the survey result is not statistically 
reliable due to the fact that not every REMC, or at least 50 percent of them, participated in the 
survey it should only be viewed as an indication where the Connected Building market is 
heading in the Swedish region. Such a statistically unreliable fact is that the majority of the 
REMCs participating in the survey stated that they had at least one Connected Building in 
their building portfolio, but that does not necessarily mean that the majority of all REMCs in 
Sweden have at least one Connected Building in their building portfolio. However, again, it 
gives a good indication that the Connected Building sector is present and increasing on the 
Swedish building market. The questions asked in the survey to the major REMCs in Sweden 
were of the explanatory nature, meaning that the REMCs were asked to describe if they had 
any Connected Buildings, and if so, what type of Connected Buildings they had. They were 
also asked what they thought of the future for the Connected Building sector and if their 
customers were aware of what Connected Buildings are and if so, do they ask for such 
buildings when looking at the building portfolio that the REMCs have. 

In Figure 4.1 the total number of REMCs asked to participate can be seen and what sector 
they belonged to. The figure also displays the number of REMCs that did not participate in 
the survey as well as the number of REMCs that did. 
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Figure 4.1 Diagram displaying how many REMCs asked to participate in the survey; how many that did not 
participate; how many that did; and how many from each sector 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 presents how large, based on gross leasable area and revenue, 
respectively, the REMCs that were asked to participate in the survey were. Most of the 
REMCs had a gross leasable area between 500 – 1999 thousand square meters and a revenue 
of up to 39 billion SEK. 

 
Figure 4.2 Diagram displaying how many REMCs asked to participate in the survey; how many that did not 
participate; how many that did; and how large each REMC’s gross leasable area were 
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Figure 4.3 Diagram displaying how many REMCs asked to participate in the survey; how many that did not 
participate; how many that did; and how much revenue each REMC had 

4.2 Empirical Data From the REMCs Participating in the Survey 
In Figure 4.4 the percentage of the participating REMCs that had and did not have Connected 
Buildings in their building portfolio can been seen. The majority of the participating REMCs, 
56 percent, stated that at least one of their buildings had M2M Communication technology 
installed and therefore classified them as Connected Buildings. If this result should be applied 
to all the REMCs on Fastighetsvärlden’s [2015] list it would mean that at least 18 percent of 
all REMCs on the list have M2M Communications technology installed in their buildings and 
making them Connected Buildings. 

 
Figure 4.4 Percentage of the participating REMCs that had and did not have Connected Buildings in their 
building portfolio 
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In Figure 4.5 the total number of participating REMCs can be seen and what sector they 
belonged to. The figure also presents the relation between the REMCs not having Connected 
Buildings and the REMCs having Connected Buildings. Highest number of Connected 
Buildings compared to Analog Buildings did the office building sector have; over 83 percent 
of the participating REMCs in the sector stated that they had M2M Communication 
technology installed in their buildings. The lowest number of Connected Buildings compared 
to Analog Buildings, warehouse sector excluded with zero Connected Buildings, did the 
residential building sector have; only 33 percent.  

 
Figure 4.5 Diagram displaying how many REMCs that participated in the survey; how many that did not have 
CBs; how many that did have CBs; and how many from each sector 

Given the total number of REMCs asked to participate in the survey; at least 28 percent of the 
public buildings and residential buildings on Fastighetsvärlden’s [2015] list have Connected 
Buildings in their building portfolio and at least 30 percent of the office buildings have 
Connected buildings. 

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 presents how large, based on gross leasable area and revenue, 
respectively, the REMCs participating in the survey were. The figures also presents the 
relation between the REMCs not having Connected Buildings and the REMCs having 
Connected Buildings. 
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Figure 4.6 Diagram displaying how many REMCs that participated in the survey; how many that did not have 
CBs; how many that did have CBs; and how large each REMC’s gross leasable area were 

 
Figure 4.7 Diagram displaying how many REMCs that participated in the survey; how many that did not have 
CBs; how many that did have CBs; and how large revenue each REMC had 

Based on the last three figures above it can be seen that the REMCs participating in the survey 
and having Connected Buildings in their building portfolio are represented by nearly every 
building sector, by every gross leasable area interval and by nearly every revenue interval, 
meaning that M2M Communication technology can be implemented in all types of buildings. 
The majority of the survey responses came from the residential building sector and the office 
building sector. This is no surprise since these two sectors constitutes the majority of the 
REMCs that were asked to participate in the survey; 41 REMCs or 82 percent. 

As stated in Chapter 3 a survey response rate of 20 – 30 percent was expected. Apart from the 
hotel sector, with zero respondents, the least responsive sector was the residential building 
sector with a response rate of 29 percent. This response rate is however considered more than 
acceptable. The main reason for zero survey participants in the hotel sector is due to the fact 
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that only one hotel company was on the list from Fastighetsvärlden [2015]. The response rate 
from the sector was therefore going to be either 0 percent or 100 percent. The same should be 
said about the warehouse sector, and therefore the results from these two sectors should not be 
generalized. It could therefore be a good idea for a future research to specifically analyze 
either the hotel sector or the warehouse sector in order to get a better understanding of their 
tendency concerning implementation of M2M Communication technology in their buildings. 

4.3 REMCs That Had Connected Buildings 
As mentioned above 56 percent of the REMCs participating in the survey stated they had at 
least one Connected Building in their building portfolio. These REMCs were active in 
different sectors namely public buildings, such as railroad stations, buss stations and schools 
etc., residential buildings and office buildings. The different sectors having Connected 
Buildings and how many from each sector participating in the survey was presented in Figure 
4.5 above. In Figure 4.6 the gross leasable area of the REMCs participating in the survey, and 
had Connected Buildings in their building portfolio, are presented and in Figure 4.7 the 
revenue for the same REMCs is presented. 

It was important to understand how much the Connected Buildings constituted of the total 
number of buildings owned by the participating REMCs and they were therefore asked to 
estimate that number. The average result for the participating REMCs can be seen in Figure 
4.8. 

 
Figure 4.8 Sectors having Connected Buildings and how much the Connected Buildings constitutes of the total 
building portfolio (average number) 

An average number is useless unless it is used in a context. For instance, half the number of a 
building sector could have 10 percent of Connected Buildings in their building portfolio and 
the other half of that building sector could have 100 percent Connected Buildings in their 
building portfolio. Then the average number of Connected Buildings compared to the number 
of Analog Buildings for that specific building sector would be 55 percent. However, that 
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information does not give the correct picture for that specific building sector and therefore the 
median number of Connected Buildings compared to the number of Analog Buildings should 
be considered also. This is presented in Figure 4.9. 

 
Figure 4.9 Sectors having Connected Buildings and how much the Connected Buildings constitutes of the total 
building portfolio (median number) 

In this case, based on the REMCs that participated in the survey, the average number and the 
median number does not differ a lot and therefore the average number is considered a good 
measure for the ratio between Connected Buildings and Analog Buildings in the different 
building sectors. Even though the office building sector was by far the largest sector, amongst 
the REMCs that participated in the survey, to have Connected Buildings in their building 
portfolio, over 83 percent, they were also the sector with the lowest average number of 
Connected Buildings compared to their total number of buildings they had in their building 
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amongst the REMCs that participated in the survey, to have a minority of Connected 
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the second highest average number of Connected Buildings compared to the total number of 
buildings they had in their building portfolio. This is since the two REMCs from the 
residential building sector that participated in the survey, and had Connected Buildings, had a 
very high degree of Connected Buildings compared to their Analog Buildings while the five 
REMCs from the office building sector had a much lower degree of Connected Buildings 
compared to their Analog Buildings. 
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4.11 shows their tendency to adopt M2M Communication technology specifically for 
Connected Buildings. 

 
Figure 4.10 Adoption of new technologies in general for the REMCs that participated in the survey 

 
Figure 4.11 Adoption of M2M Communication technology for the participating REMCs 
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general, but when it came to M2M Communication technology and Connected Buildings they 
had shifted more towards the early majority category. When asked to describe why they were 
more of early adopters when it came to technology in general and early majority when it came 
to M2M Communication specifically they described it that since M2M Communication is 
such a newer kind of technology, compared to other technology used in their buildings that 
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could be described as analog, it was a bigger investment for the REMCs when acquiring 
M2M Communications technology. 

According to the survey and interviews there are no early adopters amongst the REMCs 
concerning implementation of M2M Communications technology in their buildings and if 
such early adopters were missed in the survey, due to the fact that those REMCs chose not to 
participate in the survey, an educated guess would be that they are not a great number of 
REMCs. 

4.4 REMCs That Did Not Have Any Connected Buildings 
As seen in Figure 4.4 above, 44 percent of the REMCs that participated in the survey stated 
that they did not have any M2M Communication technology in their buildings that would 
classify them as Connected Buildings. The main focus of the survey questions for the REMCs 
that did not have any Connected Buildings were to identify the factors for that reason, such as 
why they did not have any Connected Buildings, if they knew what Connected Buildings were 
and if they knew what M2M Communication technology is. In Figure 4.5 the number of 
participating REMCs that did not have any Connected Buildings was presented, what sector 
they belong to and how many in each sector that did not have any Connected Buildings in 
their building portfolio. Figure 4.6 presented the gross leasable area for those REMCs and 
Figure 4.7 presented the revenue. 

The majority of the REMCs that did not have any Connected Buildings were in the residential 
building sector. The main argument the REMCs in the residential building sector gave for not 
implementing M2M Communication technology were that the main expenditures they 
currently experience are costs directly attributable to the heat and water usage in their 
buildings. These costs in turn do the residents in the buildings account for and not the 
REMCs. 

The other REMCs that did not have any Connected Buildings were spread out over the 
warehouse sector, public buildings sector and the office sector. Their main arguments for not 
having M2M Communication technology were either that they had not heard the term 
Connected Buildings before the survey or that they did not yet see the benefits of upgrading 
their currently Analog Buildings to Connected Buildings. However, some REMCs said that 
after reading about M2M Communication technology and Connected Buildings on the 
Internet, in order to be able to answer the survey, they were going to look into this new 
technical revolution and evaluate the situation again and probably transform their Analog 
Buildings to Connected Buildings sometime in the near future. These REMCs therefore 
presents a business opportunity for M2M Communication technology providing companies to 
reach new markets. 

The REMCs that only had Analog Buildings in their building portfolio were also asked to 
place themselves in the TALC regarding adoption of new technology in general and where in 
the TALC they would place themselves if they ever were to acquire M2M Communication 
technology in the future. The results can be found in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 
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respectively. The latter question was intended to illustrate these REMCs’ view of how far 
gone, according to them, the M2M Communication market is. 

 
Figure 4.12 Adoption of new technologies in general for the REMCs that participated in the survey and did not 
have any Connected Buildings 

 
Figure 4.13 Expected adoption concerning M2M Communication technology for the participating REMCs that 
did not have any Connected Buildings 
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Sweden, maybe the market is not as mature as one may think and the REMCs therefore 
belong to the early adopters category and the early majority category instead. This can be 
viewed as the market for Connected Buildings have not yet reached the peak in the TALC and 
there is a lot of REMCs left that do not have Connected Buildings in their building portfolio. 
However, it should also be noted that these are the opinions of people who probably have not 
taken the full time to investigate the market adoption of M2M Communication in the building 
sector before answering the survey questions and the answers should therefore not be taken as 
fully reliable. 

4.5 Results Found in the Literature 
In the report Connected Things; The Nordic region is at the forefront of the Machine-To-
Machine revolution authored by Dahlberg et al. [2014], it is described that the Connected 
Building sector is one of the most mature sectors when it comes to utilizing M2M 
Communication technology. As stated earlier in this report the Connected Building sector is 
expected to grow by 13 percent CAGR from 2012 to 2017. This can be compared to the 
Connected Vehicle sector which is expected to grow 46 percent CAGR and the Connected 
People sector which is expected to grow 47 percent CAGR from 2012 to 2017. The difference 
is that in 2012 the Connected Building sector in the Nordic region was worth 568 million euro 
while the Connected Vehicle sector and the Connected People Sector were worth 196 million 
euro and 88 million euro respectively. The graphs presenting the different CAGR can be 
found in Appendix B. It is therefore not surprising that the Connected Building sector is a 
more mature market for M2M Communication technology since according to Dahlberg et al. 
[2014] security applications have been commercialized for some time by security companies 
that have developed M2M technology to improve productivity in a traditionally personnel 
intense industry. In addition, home automation applications have been on the market for some 
time, however, not until lately has functionality improved and prices have been sufficiently 
reduced for mass-market adoption to occur. Demand is driven by a need for security and 
convenience of automated homes, while energy management emphasizes cost savings and 
environmental factors. Key benefits of Connected Buildings include; new automated services 
in homes and offices, e.g. automated lighting, remote door looking, improved security for 
home owners e.g. home alarms, connected smoke detectors and energy savings of up to 30 
percent in homes and offices due to optimization of HVAC [Dahlberg et al., 2014].  
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5 Analysis and Discussion 
This chapter presents the analysis and discussion. It begins with a non-response analysis of 
the REMCs that did not participate in the survey. The chapter then explains the market 
analysis for Connected Buildings and presents a SWOT analysis of M2M Communications 
technology. The chapter also explains the links to the theoretical frameworks used in this 
Master Thesis research. 

5.1 Non-Response Analysis 
Out of the total of the 50 REMCs asked to participate in the survey 16 replied giving a 
response rate of 32 percent. Even though the response rate was higher than expected it was 
not sufficient enough to call the empirical result statistically reliable. For a survey result to be 
statistically reliable more than 50 percent of the intended target group needs to reply [E-
delegationen, 2015]. Also for a survey result to be considered statistically reliable it should 
show some consistency of the replies over the survey time period. If the replies from the start 
of the survey period conforms with the replies at end of the survey period the empirical results 
can be considered statistically reliable [E-delegationen, 2015]. However, the criteria 
concerning consistency of the survey replies over the survey time period is normally used 
when the participants are the general public who are asked about political questions. In such a 
survey a statement from a political party can change the publics’ opinion in an instant. In this 
study however the likelihood of a statement regarding the M2M Communication technology 
will probably have far less affect on the REMCs than that of a statement from a political party 
has on the general public. Therefore it is considered acceptable to assume that the consistency 
of the survey replies gathered for this Master Thesis study are unaffected during the time 
period of the survey, which was two months, and therefore the time period will not be 
considered a factor that will reduce the reliability of the empirical study. 

The 34 REMCs choosing not to participate in the survey could be found in nearly every 
sector. However, as mentioned in Chapter 4 only one REMC was operating in the hotel sector 
and one REMC was operating in the warehouse sector and therefore the response rates from 
these two sectors would have been either 0 percent or 100 percent and due to that fact the 
non-response analysis will not cover these two sectors in dept. Figure 5.1 shows how many 
REMCs from each sector that did not participate in the survey compared to the number of 
REMCs asked to participate and Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 shows how large, based on gross 
leasable area and revenue, respectively, each REMC not participating in the survey were. 
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Figure 5.1 Number of REMCs not participating in the survey compared to the number of REMCs asked to 
participate 

In total 68 percent of the REMCs asked to participate in the survey chose not to. For each 
building sector the number of non-participating REMCs were 57 percent for the public 
building sector, 71 percent for the residential building sector, 75 percent for the office 
building sector, 0 percent for the warehouse sector and 100 percent for the hotel sector. 

The majority of the REMCs not participating in the survey can be found in the residential 
building sector and the office building sector. This is no surprise since the majority of the 
REMCs on Fastighetsvärlden’s [2015] list can be found in these two sectors.  

 
Figure 5.2 Number of REMCs not participating in the survey compared to the number of REMCs asked to 
participate based on gross leasable area interval 

The majority of the REMCs, 28, had a gross leasable area of 500 – 1999 thousand square 
meters, but only 8 of those participate in the survey. On that note only 29 percent participated 
in the survey leaving 71 percent not responding. 
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Figure 5.3 Number of REMCs not participating in the survey compared to the number of REMCs asked to 
participate based on revenue interval 

The majority of the REMCs, 27, had a revenue of 20 – 39 billion SEK but only 9 of those 
participated in the survey. On that note only 33 percent participated in the survey leaving 67 
percent not responding. 

5.2 Market Analysis 
The market analysis is based on the literature reviewed for this Master Thesis study, the 
empirical data from the survey sent to the REMCs and the interviews conducted with some of 
them. Based on these findings it can be said that there is a market and a need for M2M 
Communication solutions in Sweden, and the world, and the technology seems to be 
somewhat well adopted by the building sector in comparison to the general Connected Things 
sectors. Based on the survey and the interviews conducted in this Master Thesis study it is 
evident that Connected Buildings already do exist in the Swedish building sector and that the 
M2M Communications technology is implemented in more than half of the segments; office 
buildings, residential buildings and public buildings. Since only one REMC was operating in 
the warehouse sector and one REMC in the hotel sector no comments regarding their 
tendency to adopt M2M Communication can be made. However, an educated guess would be 
that these two sectors are incline to implement M2M Communication technology in their 
buildings since they both have costs linked to their personnel and/or customers concerning the 
usage of water, heat and electricity which according to Dahlberg et al. [2014] can be reduced 
by up to 30 percent. 

The majority of the REMCs that stated they did not have any M2M Communication 
technology in order to transform their Analog Buildings to Connected Buildings said they had 
heard of the term Connected Building and were probably going to procure M2M 
Communication technology in the future. One REMC in the residential building segment 
explained that they instead of using M2M Communication technology used what is known as 
a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). A PLC can most easily be described as a digital 
computer used for automation of industrial processes and are designed for multiple 
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arrangements of digital and analog inputs and outputs. The REMC utilizing the PLC stated 
that after a deliberation with coworkers they would not characterize their buildings as 
Connected Buildings, even though some smart technology was implemented in the buildings 
they had. This was due to the fact that all the intelligence is located in the PLC and not in any 
other machinery in the building. However, it is debatable whether a PLC should in this case 
be considered M2M Communication technology or not, but on the REMC’s recommendation 
they were not placed in the Connected Building category. 

M2M Communication is on the forefront of new technology and it is going to happen whether 
the consumers currently want it or not. Up until now the focus of vendors, operators and all 
the stakeholders in ICT have been speed and bandwidth. The end-users, customers, wants the 
fastest speed and the biggest videos to go through the pipes and energy efficiency has 
somewhat ended up at the bottom of the list. In the future there will be a need to bring energy 
efficiency back to the top of the list [Future of the Network, 2013]. The forefront of the 
Internet technology is spectrum, capacity, cost and so on. However, when these things are 
being peeled back one of the underlying issues that always comes back are the environmental 
issues. M2M Communication for example is going to add more in the terms of data explosion, 
but the other essential element of M2M Communication services is the fact that the system is 
asynchronous. There are billions of devices that are constantly connected to the network and 
these sessions make it very complicated for the network to go to sleep and power off certain 
parts. Therefore the power impact of M2M Communication is actually quite substantial even 
though the data sent and received may be quite small [Future of the Network, 2013]. 

5.3 Environmental Driving Forces 
At the European council in 2007, the European Union came to an agreement that by the year 
of 2020 the European countries should reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by 20 percent, 
increase their share of renewable energy with 20 percent and improve energy efficiency by 
saving 20 percent of the energy used [European Commission, 2008; European Commission, 
2010]. These goals have become known as the 20-20-20 by 2020 and were a symbol of 
Europe’s determination to tackle the climate change [European Commission, 2008]. However, 
as of 2010 the European countries were still a long way from reaching the 20 percent energy 
savings objective [European Commission, 2010]. 

As a direct result of the 20-20-20 by 2020 goal, the importance of sustainable and 
environmental friendly innovations that can reduce the negative impact on the environment 
has been growing for the past several years [Schidrig et al., 2012; Boons and Lüdeke-Freud, 
2012; Rennings, 2000]. Such innovations can conserve energy and resources and therefore 
enable societies to become more sustainable. As Dahlberg et al. [2014] stated in their report 
regarding Connected Things, buildings in Sweden can save up to 30 percent in energy savings 
by using M2M Communication technology. However, as mentioned above, it should be noted 
that since the M2M Communication system is an asynchronous system it will never 
completely power down and therefore uses more energy than a synchronous system does. But 
right now the saving in energy consumption, by using M2M Communication services to 
control energy consumption in buildings, will be larger than the energy consumed from using 
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M2M Communication services. However, there is another obstacle as well. Ozaki [2011] 
stated that environmentally friendly products have a tendency to diffuse slowly into markets. 
A suggestion for this slow diffusion of new products might be explained by that they are 
perceived as too expensive, not being able to offer the same functionality as the already 
existing products do or that the new products may require the consumers to change their 
behavior [Ozaki, 2011]. A superior technology is therefore no guarantee of market success 
and in order for products based on an unfamiliar technology to get accepted on a market 
where other technologies are already established it is necessary to objectively analyze the new 
product and set up a strategy for it [Rogers, 2003; Weiss and Dale, 1998]. Sustainable 
innovations are meaningless unless there is a market for them or if they cannot successfully be 
diffused into the society [Hall and Clark, 2003; Hall and Rosenberg, 2010]. 

5.4 Connected Buildings on the Gartner Hype Curve 
As can be seen in Figure 5.4, which is based on the results found in the survey, interviews 
and the theories found in the literature, the M2M Communications technology in the building 
sector in Sweden, and the world, has come a lot further in the M2M Communication 
revolution then most of the Connected Things sectors. 

 
Figure 5.4 Gartner Hype Curve for M2MC in the REMC sector according to theory and the empirical data 

Now it should be noted that I have arbitrarily placed the building sector in Figure 5.4 based 
on the findings in this Master Thesis study. It is my personal view that the building sector 
should be placed somewhere close to the border between ‘slope of enlightenment’ and the 
‘plateau of productivity’. This is due to the fact that it is likely that well over 20 – 30 percent 
of the REMCs have adopted M2M Communication products which is one of the main criteria 
for entering the plateau of productivity key phase, see Figure 2.2 for all the main criteria for 
entering different key phases. It is also a fact that methodologist as well as best practices have 
been developed and now third generation products are on the market for buildings which is 
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one of the main criteria for technology products being at the end of the slope of enlightenment 
key phase. 

5.5 Technology Adoption Life Cycle 
From the survey it can seen that 56 percent of the participating REMCs had Connected 
Buildings and 44 percent did not. Of the 44 percent that did not have M2M Communication 
technology in their buildings, 60 percent said they currently did not use the technology since 
they did not see the benefits, or more precisely the trade offs, and the rest, 40 percent, said 
they did not use M2M Communication technology in their buildings since they had not heard 
the term Connected Building until now. The 40 percent, however, knew what M2M 
Communication technology was, it had just not yet crossed their minds to implement the 
technology in their buildings. It therefore seems that one of the main underlying reasons why 
some REMCs have not yet invested in and implemented M2M Communication technology in 
their buildings is the lack of information of the technology’s benefits and exposure in for 
instance the media. This might seem strange since it is clear that the M2M Communication 
revolution has already started and the technology has already had its hype. But on the other 
hand that might be the answer. The technology has had its hype, failed to deliver on promises 
during the previous hypes, and only now is beginning to mature on the rest of the Connected 
Things market. The technology now resurfaces and starts to become implemented in more and 
more products and sectors. It is therefore a golden opportunity for technology providing 
companies to seek out the REMCs that have not yet invested in M2M Communication 
technology in order to gain a market advantage over their competitors. 

In Figure 5.5 the red colored area represents where, according to the survey, interviews and 
the theories found in the literature, in the TALC the building sector currently is at regarding 
the adoption of M2M Communication technologies. 

 
Figure 5.5 Technology Adoption Life Cycle for M2MC in the REMC sector according to theory and the 
empirical data 
Source: Modified model from Moore [1999] 
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All of the participating REMC stated that they belonged to the early majority or the late 
majority category in the TALC concerning implementation of M2M Communication 
technology. Even the REMCs not having any Connected Buildings in their building portfolios 
stated that if they were to invest and implement M2M Communication technology in the near 
future they would consider them as early majority or late majority. This is the first empirical 
evidence that the building sector is ahead of the general Connected Thing sector regarding 
implementation of M2M Communication technology. The majority of the rest of the general 
Connected Thing market has still not reached as far as the Connected Building sector. This is 
supported by both AddSecure’s market view and the theory found in the literature used for 
this Master Thesis study. In Figure 5.6 the red colored area represents where, according to the 
theories found in the literature, in the TALC the majority of the general Connected Thing 
sector currently is at. 

 
Figure 5.6 Technology Adoption Life Cycle for M2MC in the general sector according to theory and the 
empirical data 
Source: Modified model from Moore [1999] 

It should however be noted that the Connected Vehicle and the Connected People sectors are 
expected to be growing at a tremendous rate in the future, over 45 percent CAGR for both 
sectors meaning that in a couple of years these two sectors are probably going to be in the 
early majority category as well. For the other Connected Thing sectors that are the target for 
M2M Communication services the future is more uncertain concerning when they are going 
to take off and enter the early majority category. As of now it seems that the main sector for 
M2M Communication technology is the Connected Building sector, with Connected Vehicle 
and Connected People closing in and very well may overtake it in the near future. 
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5.6 SWOT Analysis Regarding M2M Communication 
A SWOT (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats) analysis is a useful tool for 
evaluating a technology’s position on a market. The SWOT analysis is used for analyzing the 
technology’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats and not the market’s. A 
summation of the SWOT analysis can be seen in Figure 5.7 and a detailed description found 
below it. It should be noted that these are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
that I have identified and are therefore seen from my perspective as a researcher within the 
field of M2M Communication. 

 
Figure 5.7 SWOT analysis regarding M2M Communications 

Strengths Regarding M2M Communication 
The M2M Communication revolution has already started and as can be seen in the Gartner 
Hype Curve from July 2014, Figure 2.4, the technology has already had its hype and is 
expected to be a mature technology within 5-10 years in general. However, as can be seen 
with the case of Connected Buildings, there already exists mature sectors, and with the 
Connected Vehicle and Connected People sectors closing in, it may be less than five years 
before the general Connected Thing market is considered mature. Along with that, some 
experts predict that the M2M Communication revolution will be an even bigger revolution 
than the Internet revolution, which is the main foundation for M2M Communication 
technology. It is expected that by implementing M2M Communication technology in 
buildings and making them become Connected Buildings, up to 30 percent of energy 
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consumption can be reduced and as stated earlier in this Master Thesis report, making the 
Swedish population save over 20 billion SEK annually. In the future when 5G is implemented 
we will be able to control machinery half the world away reducing transportation costs and 
carbon emissions. 

Weaknesses Regarding M2M Communication 
As stated before the M2M Communication technology is an asynchronous system, meaning 
that it will never fully power down. Some critics have used this argument against the M2M 
Communication revolution referring to that the technology is not as green as people might 
think. Also, since more machines in for instance buildings will be connected to the Internet it 
will increase the threat of being hacked. Internet security will be of the essence when more 
and more of our everyday life machinery will be connected to the Internet. One of the main 
promotions for M2M Communication that advocates uses in Connected Buildings is that the 
occupants never have to worry about if they left the smoothing iron on when leaving the 
home, they can now use their mobile phone to turn it off when at work. I however, if we are to 
look at the downside of M2M Communication, would say that one of the main concerns is 
that the occupants have now enabled someone outside the Connected Building to start the 
smoothing iron and cause damage to the home. You do not get one thing without the other. 
Now, it should be noted that Internet security can be quite substantial and most of the people 
on earth wishes each other well. 

Opportunities Regarding M2M Communication 
With M2M Communication the sky is the limit. This technical revolution will affect everyone 
and everything. Dahlberg et al. [2014] defined a Connected Thing in the following way: 

“When physical objects can communicate with the outside world, they are said to be 
Connected Things or Smart objects: one can interact with them remotely, query how they are 
doing and change their state as required.” 

Today one of the most mature markets for M2M Communication is the building sector. 
However, both the Connected Vehicle and the Connected People market is expected to grow 
in the future according to Dahlberg et al. [2014], and once the technology is implemented 
successfully in one market it will be easier to implement it in other markets. Alongside these 
three markets there are also several other markets such as Connected Consumer Gadgets, 
Connected Money, Connected Industrial Processes and Connected Infrastructure. Therefore 
the opportunities for M2M Communication is endless, but today, only a few sectors are 
considered mature. 

Threats Regarding M2M Communication 
As always with wireless technology security is a major concern for users. Considering the fact 
that one day operators in Stockholm may operate excavators in Australia, utilizing the 
benefits from 5G, it is of the essence that no one outside the controlling system may interfere 
and disrupting the process. If Security is not addressed as one of the main issues regarding 
M2M Communication it may very well take longer time than 5-10 years to fully be able to 
implement the technology in all its potential markets. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this final chapter the conclusion is presented. Here the Master Thesis report is 
summarized, the research questions are answered, managerial implications are given and the 
chapter ends with a recommendation for future research. 

M2M Communications is transforming society, industry and the way we live. Even though 
the M2M Communication revolution, according to the theory found in the literature, has just 
started, it is evident, both from Dahlberg et al. [2014] and the empirical data from the survey 
and interviews, that M2M Communication has been successfully implemented in the building 
sector. According to the participants in the survey, and Dahlberg et al. [2014], it is concluded 
that the market for M2M Communication services is more mature in the building sector 
compared to the general Connected Things sectors. In Figure 5.4 I have arbitrarily placed the 
M2M Communication technology right between the ‘slope of enlightenment’ and the ‘plateau 
of productivity’ key phases since it is there I have concluded, based on the survey, interviews 
and the report from Dahlberg et al. [2014], that the M2M Communication technology in the 
building sector is currently at. If looked at Figure 2.2 in Chapter 3, the description of what 
normally characterizes each key phase in the Gartner Hype Curve is presented. One of the 
main characteristics for being in the ‘slope of enlightenment’ and slowly entering the ‘plateau 
of productivity’ is that third generation products have been designed as well as 
methodologists and best practice have been developed, and finally 20 – 30 percent of the 
targeted audience have the innovative products. All of these criteria have been fulfilled in the 
Connected Building sector, as can be seen from the survey and the interviews as well as the 
theories found in the literature. 

In the initial chapter of this Master Thesis report I stated that the objective was to analyze the 
growth potential for M2M Communication services, and specifically in the building sector 
since that is where M2M Communication seemed to have had the biggest breakthrough as of 
today. Therefore it is possible to say, based on the findings in this Master Thesis study that 
M2M Communication has reached a more mature market regarding implementation of the 
technology in the building sector. The reasons why are presented further down in this chapter. 

I also set out to analyze and investigate where on the Gartner Hype Curve the Connected 
Building sector currently is and if there are any differences between the Connected Building 
sector and the general Connected Thing sector and if so, why it is like that. The answer to that 
question is yes. There is a difference where the Connected Building sector is on the Gartner 
Hype Curve compared to the rest of the Connected Things sectors, which can be seen in 
Figure 5.1 when it is compared to Figure 2.4. 

One of the main driving forces behind the building sector fairly fast adoption of the M2M 
Communications technology, I suspect, is that all of the participating REMCs have detailed 
information on their websites concerning sustainability and environmental issues for their 
buildings in general. It is therefore, if one thinks about it, not that surprising if REMCs are 
one of the first sectors to implement M2M Communication in their buildings. The competing 
REMCs wants to be more environmental friendly than their competitors. Also the buildings 
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are small, in comparison with the rest of the cities or the countries they are located in. The 
buildings are also an isolated environment, continuously provided with electricity to power 
the M2M Communication systems and easy to access if maintenance is required. These 
reasons are, in my opinion, one of the main underlying factors for that the M2M 
Communication technology revolution has got one of its first real grips on the Connected 
Buildings market. Other reasons may also be that the tasks the machines in the buildings are 
asked to do are not that complicated; control the temperature in the rooms, turn on the lights 
when people are in the room and turn them off when people are exiting the rooms, smart 
CCTV monitoring and other simple automatic alarms. It is not rocket science tasks the M2M 
Communication products and services are asked to perform in the buildings, but rather 
everyday applications that are not extremely difficult to program. It is in the future, when 
entire societies are being connected to the M2M Communication technology, the difficulties 
will present themselves. Moving objects like cars, trains and aircrafts that continuously needs 
to feed information to base stations and to be fed with information from the same stations, are 
going to be the real headache for programmers. That is my main concluded reason for why 
buildings are so much more far ahead in the M2M Communication revolution than the rest of 
the Connected Things sectors, they are the beta testers for the rest of the Connected Things 
sectors. The conclusion can also be explained by using the first of the three waves that 
Dahlberg et al. [2014] was describing. The first wave is present in the Connected Building 
sector since that wave consists of M2M Communication technology that enables people to 
remotely controlling devices such as checking that the front door is locked or retrieving the 
position of moving objects, like packages being transported. 

From the survey and the interviews conducted in this Master Thesis research it was found that 
the REMCs clearly could articulate what kind of M2M Communication services or products 
they were looking for. This can be seen as a step in the right direction going from technology 
push and moving towards market pull in the building sector. From the literature reviewed and 
interviews with AddSecure it is evident that most of the Connected Thing sectors are still in 
the technology push state. Some sectors know what M2M Communication is, but they cannot 
still articulate their needs with the product so companies that provide M2M Communication 
solutions have to guess what the sectors want with the products. Therefore, since the 
Connected Building sector can articulate their technology product needs it is also probably 
one of the main underlying reasons why the sector is more mature than the rest of the general 
Connected Things sectors. 

6.1 Managerial Implications 
As stated earlier in this report, the uncertainty of what tomorrow holds is a predicament 
situation for every company that provides technology based solutions. The technology that is 
relevant today may be obsolete tomorrow. What this research has shown is that the building 
sector is one of the most mature sectors for M2M Communication and that the building sector 
can clearly articulate their needs for M2M Communication services and products. It is 
therefore important to target the building sector if a M2M Communication technology 
providing company wants to target a mature market instead of aiming at the innovators, that is 
a small group and one that does not articulate their needs to the same extent as the early and 
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late majority category does. However, it is important to target the innovators category since a 
technology providing company can benefit tremendously from the innovators endorsement 
when targeting new clients in the early majority category. It is therefore very important to 
monitor the Connected Vehicle and Connected People sectors since the customer segment 
using those kind of products are expected to grow enormously in the near future. As Dahlberg 
et al. [2014] explained in their report it is important to understand the interaction between lead 
users, enablers and innovators in order to achieve growth in the Connected Things sectors. 
Technology providing companies therefore needs to identify which one of the three categories 
they consider themselves belonging to and then identify other companies or persons that 
belong in the other two categories in order to team up with them to be able to grow on the 
M2M Communication market. 

For the Connected Buildings sector that have reached a more mature market the interaction 
between lead users, enablers and innovators does not have the same critical importance as for 
the rest of the Connected Things market. Even though the interaction is important between the 
three groups, it is easier to identify the needs in the Connected Building sector since they can 
articulate their needs. In the Connected Building sector it is more important to identify the 
specific technology products the REMCs are demanding. The survey and the interviews 
clearly showed that there are certain products that are of more interest than others in the 
Connected Building sector. These certain products were 

• Alarm systems 
• Smart Air Conditioning Controls 
• Electricity and water metering 

When BMW believed that carbon fiber was the future for car manufacturing the bought an 
entire factory in order to control a large portion of the market. Google did the same when 
acquiring Nest Labs [Dahlberg et al., 2014] concerning M2M Communications since they 
truly believe the M2M Communication technology is the way of the future. It is difficult to 
say whether a technology company should only enter into cooperation with other technology 
suppliers and form research and development alliances or go as far as acquiring suppliers or 
retailers in order to increase their vertical integration. Such a conclusion requires further 
investigation and analysis of the company in question. 

6.2 Future Research 
As said repeatedly throughout this report, with M2M Communication the sky is the limit. It is 
difficult to point out any real areas for future research, since there are so many to chose from. 
In this Master Thesis report it has been shown and explained that the Connected Building 
sector is quite more mature than the rest of the sectors where M2M Communication is being 
implemented, or trying to be implemented in. In the future the technology will affect everyone 
and everything. 

There are however some areas that are of more interests than others at this stage. Dahlberg et 
al. [2014] identified, apart from Connected Buildings, two more interesting sectors where 
M2M Communication is showing progress at the moment. These two sectors are as presented 
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earlier the Connected Vehicle and Connected People sectors. In the future M2M 
Communication technology providers hope the technology will be able to predict heart attacks 
even before they happens by implementing the M2M Communication technology into smart 
pacemakers sending an emergency signal to a nearby ambulance that a patient may soon 
suffer from a heart attack. The technology is also hoped to be implemented in cars so if there 
is a car accident an emergency signal will be sent saying that a car accident has occurred, 
where it occurred and how many people that were in it in order to reduce the number of road 
deaths. Also the driverless car concept will be using M2M Communications technology and is 
an interesting area of investigation and evaluation. 

It is also interesting to look into the areas of innovation managing of the M2M 
Communication technology, research and development alliances as well as the future of the 
standards that probably is going to be agreed on in the future. When the 5G system is being 
launched sometime during 2018 and reaches its full potential a few years later the M2M 
Communication revolution will be fueled even more and I believe that after the launch of the 
5G system M2M Communication will be really interesting to look into and be analyzed 
further.  
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Appendix A 
Survey questions for real estate companies. 
 
Enkät till examensarbete HT 2015 
Gustaf Forslund 
MSc. Student at Royal Institute of Technology, KTH 
gfor@kth.se 
 
Förtydligande 
Med Connected Buildings avser jag i denna studie byggnader som innehåller Maskin-till-
Maskin (M2M) kommunikationslösningar som gör att olika maskiner/komponenter i 
byggnaden pratar med varandra utan mänsklig inblandning. Exempel på detta kan vara 
termostater som pratar med Air Condition enheter, brandlarm som pratar med sprinklersystem 
som gör att vatten endast sprutas på de områden där det brinner och inte i hela byggnaden, 
hisslarm som skickar en signal direkt till en väktarfirma om hissen stannar, sensorer som 
pratar med elcentralen för att distribuera el och värme endast till de rum som folk befinner sig 
i, övervakningskameror som skickar en realtidsbild till en smartphone eller en annan mobil 
enhet etc. 
 
Företag: (Frivilligt) 
Position: (Frivilligt) 
 
Fråga 1 
Äger ert företag några Connected Buildings? Om JA svara på frågorna 2 till 11. Om NEJ 
svara på frågorna 2 och 3 samt 12 till 16. 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 2 
Nedan syns en figur föreställande Technology Adoption Life Cycle. Vilken kategori skulle ni 
säga att ert företag tillhör när det gäller området Connected Buildings? Nedan följer en kort 
beskrivning av varje kategori. Svarsfältet finns i slutet av beskrivningen. 
 

mailto:gfor@kth.se�
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Innovators: Kategori som består av personer/företag som älskar ny teknik och hur den 
fungerar. De vill vara först med att använda produkter med ny teknik och vill ha ett nära 
samarbete med tekniksupporten på företagen som levererar den nya tekniken. 
 
Early Adopters: Likt innovators älskar denna kategori produkter med ny teknik med. 
Skillnaden är att denna kategori inte är lika intresserade av hur tekniken fungerar utan mer hur 
den kan användas och för att få deras företag att bli bättre samt få strategiska fördelar över 
konkurrenter. 
 
Early Majority: Denna kategori relaterar till produkter med ny teknik likt early adopters 
kategorin. Skillnaden är att praktisk användning för produkter med den nya tekniken är mer 
relevant för denna kategori. Denna kategori väntar gärna för att se hur produkter med den nya 
tekniken ter sig på marknaden innan de ger sig in på området. 
 
Late Majority: Denna kategori påminner om early majority kategorin. Skillnaden är att denna 
kategori är mindre bekväma med produkter med ny teknik och de väntar gärna på att 
standards har gjorts för den nya tekniken och de föredrar att köpa produkter med den nya 
tekniken från stora och stabila företag. 
 
Laggards: Denna kategori är sist med att anamma produkter med ny teknik pga. av 
ekonomiska och/eller personliga skäl. De köper produkter med den nya tekniken ovetandes 
genom att köpa produkter där den nya tekniken finns integrerad – t.ex. en ny typ av processor 
i en dator. 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 3 
Vilken kategori i Technology Adoption Life Cykeln skulle ni säga att ert företag tillhör 
överlag när det gäller nya tekniker som kan integreras i fastigheter? 
 
Svar: 
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Fråga 4 
Hur många Connected Buildings äger ni och/eller hur stor andel av era byggnader utgörs av 
Connected Buildings? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 5 
Hur många Connected Buildings har ni köpt (byggt nya, uppgraderat till eller förvärvat) under 
de senaste 10 åren? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 6 
Vet era kunder vad Connected Buildings är för något? Om JA, brukar de fråga efter 
Connected Buildings när de kollar på era fastigheter och vilken typ av produkt brukar de 
efterfråga (hållbarhet, säkerhet, bekvämlighet etc.)? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 7 
Vilken är er vanligaste Connected Building produkt? (Hisslarm, övervakning, Smart Air 
Conditioning Central etc.) 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 8 
Tror ni att ni kommer köpa (bygga nya, uppgradera till eller förvärva) fler Connected 
Buildings i framtiden? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 9 
Hur mycket sparar ni på att äga Connected Buildings istället för traditionella byggnader? 
T.ex. elförbrukning, logistik etc. Ange helst i siffror och procent. 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 10 
Ser ni fler fördelar än nackdelar med att äga Connected Buildings? Vilka anser ni är de 
tyngsta fördelarna och de tyngsta nackdelarna med att äga Connected Buildings? 
 
Svar: 
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Fråga 11 
Vad tror ni generellt om framtiden för Connected Buildings? 
 
Svar: 
 
Öppen svarsfråga 
Här kan ni, om ni väljer det, lägga till egna tankar och kommentarer om nuet och framtiden 
för M2M kommunikationslösningar. Det kan vara sådant som ni anser att jag har missat att 
fråga eller om ni anser att det är något annat jag bör veta om marknaden för Connected 
Buildings. 
 
Svar: 
 
 

Stort tack för att ni har tagit er tid att svara på min enkät. 

 
Gustaf Forslund 
Stockholm, November 2015  
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Fråga 12 
Hade ni hört talas om Connected Buildings innan denna enkät? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 13 
Varför äger ni inga Connected Buildings? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 14 
Tror ni att ni kommer äga (bygga nya, uppgradera till eller förvärva) Connected Buildings i 
framtiden? Om JA, varför? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 15 
Ser ni fler nackdelar än fördelar med att äga Connected Buildings? Vilka anser ni är de 
tyngsta fördelarna och de tyngsta nackdelarna med att äga Connected Buildings? 
 
Svar: 
 
Fråga 16 
Vad tror ni generellt om framtiden för Connected Buildings? 
 
Svar: 
 
Öppen svarsfråga 
Här kan ni, om ni väljer det, lägga till egna tankar och kommentarer om nuet och framtiden 
för M2M kommunikationslösningar. Det kan vara sådant som ni anser att jag har missat att 
fråga eller om ni anser att det är något annat jag bör veta om marknaden för Connected 
Buildings. 
 
Svar: 
 

Stort tack för att ni har tagit er tid att svara på min enkät. 
 
Gustaf Forslund 
Stockholm, November 2015 
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Appendix B 

 
Figure B1 CAGR for the Connected Building sector in the Nordic Region 
Source: Connected Things; The Nordic region is at the forefront of the Machine-To-Machine revolution, [2014] 

 
Figure B2 CAGR for the Connected Vehicle sector in the Nordic Region 
Source: Connected Things; The Nordic region is at the forefront of the Machine-To-Machine revolution, [2014] 
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Figure B3 CAGR for the Connected People sector in the Nordic Region 
Source: Connected Things; The Nordic region is at the forefront of the Machine-To-Machine revolution, [2014] 
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